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Abstract
We study the first mixed volume for nonconvex sets and apply the results to limits of discrete
isoperimetric problems. Let M,N ⊂ Rd. Define DN (M) = limǫ↓0
|M+ǫN|−|M|
ǫ
whenever the limit
exists. Our main result states that for a compact domain M ⊂ Rd with piecewise C1 boundary and
bounded N ⊂ Rd, DN (M) = Dconv(N)(M) and DN (M) =
∫
bd M
hN(uM (x)) dH
d−1(x).
1 Background
Minkowski’s theorem on mixed volumes (see e.g., Chapter 5 of Schneider’s text [Sch14]), states that the
volume of a Minkowski sum of convex bodies can be written as a polynomial in the coefficients of that
Minkowski sum, where the coefficients of the polynomial depend only on the convex bodies. Specifically,
let Kd denote the set of convex bodies in Rd – that is, nonempty, compact, convex subsets of Rd. We
denote by |S| the d-dimensional volume of S ⊂ Rd. Then
Theorem 1. Suppose K1,K2, . . . ,Km ∈ Kd. For λi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m,
|λ1K1 + λ2K2 + · · ·+ λmKm|=
∑
λi1λi2 · · ·λidV (Ki1 ,Ki2 , . . . ,Kid) (1)
where the sum on the left hand side is the Minkowski sum, and the sum on the right hand side is over
all multisets of size d whose elements are in the set {1, 2, . . . ,m}. The functions V are nonnegative,
symmetric, and depend only on the convex bodies Ki1 ,Ki2 , . . . ,Kid . For a fixed d-dimensional convex
body K, V (K,K, . . . ,K︸ ︷︷ ︸
d times
) = |K|.
We will be interested in generalizing the domain of the first mixed volume, V (M, . . . ,M,N). In the
literature, the special mixed volume
(M,K)→ V1(M,K) = V (M, . . . ,M,K), (2)
is known to have extensions to certain nonconvex sets M , important for several applications [Sch14].
For M,K ∈ Kd,
V1(M,K) =
1
d
lim
ǫ↓0
|M + ǫK|−|M |
ǫ
(3)
and, taking hK to be the support function of K,
V1(M,K) =
1
d
∫
Sd−1
hK(u)Sd−1(M,du). (4)
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The latter formula can be transformed into
V1(M,K) =
1
d
∫
bd M
hK(uM (x)) dHd−1(x), (5)
where uM (x) is the outer normal vector of M at x ∈ bd M and Hk is k-dimensional Hausdorff measure.
Equation (5) can be used to define V1(M,K) ifM is a compact set with a boundary which is a piecewise
C1 hypersurface (but K remains a convex body). In this case, the limit relation (3) remains valid
[Zha99]. In this work, we further generalize to allow K to be nonconvex and discuss the implications of
this generalization.
To avoid confusion upon which definition of V1 is being used, as not all definitions are equivalent
when extended beyond convex bodies, we will introduce a different notation for V1. This will emphasize
both that we are no longer necessarily dealing with convex sets and the derivative-like nature of V1.
Definition 1. Let M,N ⊂ Rd. Define
DN(M) = lim
ǫ↓0
|M + ǫN |−|M |
ǫ
(6)
whenever the limit exists.
Lemma 1. Suppose K1,K2,K3 ∈ Kd and suppose α, β ∈ R. Then
DαK2+βK3(K1) = αDK2(K1) + βDK3(K1). (7)
2 Motivation from Discrete Isoperimetric Inequalities
Our study of D·(·) was motivated by discrete isoperimetric inequalities. As mentioned in the previous
section, the classical perimeter of a set can be found via Minkowski addition; when M is convex and
u = Bd is the unit d-dimensional ball, Du(M) gives the perimeter of the setM . In discrete isoperimetric
problems, one is interested in solving isoperimetric problems on graphs. The following definitions and
results appear in [TV]. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and let #|S| be the cardinality of a set S.
Definition 2. The vertex boundary ∂V (S) of a set S ⊂ V is the set of vertices in V \S which are
adjacent to some vertex in S:
∂V (S) = {v ∈ V \S : (v, u) ∈ E for some u ∈ S} (8)
The edge boundary ∂E(S) of a set S ⊂ V is the set of edges (u, v) ∈ E “exiting” the set S:
∂E(S) = {(u, v) ∈ E : |{u, v} ∩ S| = 1} (9)
A discrete isoperimetric problem is a problem of the form
minimize
S⊂V
#|∂(S)|
subject to #|S|= n
(DIP)
with ∂(S) = ∂V (S) in the case of a “vertex-isoperimetric problem” and ∂(S) = ∂E(S) in the case of an
“edge-isoperimetric problem”.
For certain families of graphs, it makes sense to consider the continuous limit of the problem. The
limit of the discrete “perimeter” turns out to be different from the ordinary perimeter and can be studied
using the Brunn-Minkowski theory. We make this precise now.
Definition 3. A simple connected graph G = (V,E) is called a primitive lattice graph (PLG) if it
satisfies the following:
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1. V is a lattice in Rd.
2. The map Tu : V → V, Tu(v) = v + u is an automorphism of G for every u ∈ V .
3. The edges E are primitive vectors of the lattice V .
By an isomorphism, we will assume that V = Zd ⊂ Rd. The assumption that G is connected
implies that the edge vectors give rise to a full rank lattice and that the convex hull conv({vi}i) has full
dimension. The former can be seen from the fact that there is a sequence of edges which leads from the
origin to any standard basis vector. For the latter, both vi ∈ E and −vi ∈ E, implying that the affine
span of {vi}i is a linear space. It has full dimension since the lattice has full rank.
Theorem 2. Suppose G = (Zd, E) is a PLG graph with edge segments ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓk, k > 0. Define the
continuous edge-isoperimetric problem (CEIP) in Rd with boundary function b arising from the EIP of
G by
minimize
S⊂Rd
b(S) =
k∑
i=1
DℓiS
subject to |S|= V
(CEIP)
1. A set S ⊂ Rd is a solution to (CEIP) if and only if it is homothetic to the zonotope
Z =
k∑
i=1
ℓi. (10)
2. Under assumptions listed in [TV], a sequence of optimal solutions to the EIP converges to the
lattice points of a homothet of Z.
There is a similar continuous version of the vertex-isoperimetric problem. Here the boundary is
replaced by D∪iℓi(S). In that present form, we are not able to apply Brunn-Minkowski theory as was
done in the proof of Theorem 2 to obtain a solution because ∪iℓi is not generally convex.
3 Main Results
Throughout this section, we will assume that M,N ⊂ Rd with M a compact domain having a piecewise
C1 boundary ∂M and N is bounded.
Definition 4. Let y ∈ ∂M be a smooth point with outer normal ray r = ry(M). Given a bounded set
N ⊂ Rd with center of mass at the origin, define the local expansion of M at y to be the set
Qy,M (N) = r ∩ (M +N) (11)
Although one may suggest a definition for a local expansion at singular points, we shall refrain from
doing so.
Lemma 2. Let n(y) be the outer normal at a smooth point y ∈ ∂M . Then
lim
ǫ↓0
|Qy,M (ǫN)|
ǫ
= hN (n(y)). (12)
Proof. It will be convenient to discuss first a situation in which M is replaced by a half plane H = {x ∈
R
d : x · n ≤ c}. Let n be the unit outer normal at y. We have
H + ǫN = H + ǫ sup
x∈N
x · n = H + ǫhN (n). (13)
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Figure 1: M , M +N , and the local expansion Qy,M(N) to M at y.
Figure 2
Now let M be given. Set w = diamN . Represent the boundary in a neighborhood of y as the graph
of a function f : Bd−1R → R with (0, f(0)) = y. The function f is differentiable at 0. Take ǫ so that
2ǫw > R > ǫw. The condition R > ǫw guarantees that translates of the form x + ǫN for x outside of
the neighborhood of y are too far to affect the local expansion at y. The condition 2ǫw > R is needed
to shrink the neighborhood of y.
Let Hy be the supporting hyperplane to M at y. Let r be the normal ray to y and let Y (ǫ) be
the distance from the intersection of ∂(Hy + ǫN) with r to y and T (ǫ) be the distance between the
intersection of ∂(M + ǫN) with r and y (see Figure 2).
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From the case of the half-space, limǫ↓0
|Y (ǫ)|
ǫ
= supx∈N x · n. For any h ∈ Bd−1R , we have
f(h) = f(0) +Df(0)h+ r(h), lim
h→0
‖r(h)‖
‖h‖ = 0. (14)
Assume without loss of generality that the outer normal n(y) points “down”, in the −xd direction. Let
(m, f(m)) be a global maximum of |f |. Then
T (ǫ) ≥ sup
x∈ǫN
x · n+ f(0)− f(m) = ǫ sup
x∈N
x · n+ f(0)− f(m) = ǫ sup
x∈N
x · n−Df(0)m− r(m). (15)
We have ‖m‖≤ R < 2ǫw. Therefore
lim
ǫ↓0
|T (ǫ)|
ǫ
≥ lim
ǫ↓0
ǫ supx∈N x · n−Df(0)m− r(m)
ǫ
= sup
x∈N
x · n. (16)
Theorem 3. For a compact domain M ⊂ Rd with piecewise C1 boundary and bounded N ⊂ Rd,
DN (M) = Dconv(N)(M) (17)
and
DN (M) =
∫
bd M
hN (uM (x)) dHd−1(x). (18)
Proof. By Lemma 2, the local expansions of M with respect to ǫN and with respect to ǫ conv(N)
converge in the limit ǫ ↓ 0. The difference in D·(M) can only occur due to singularities and is bounded
above by Dconv(N)(Sing(∂M)). Noting that conv(N) ⊂ Bρ, we can write
Dconv(N)(M)−DN (M) ≤ Dconv(N)(Sing(∂M)) ≤ DBρ(Sing(∂M)), ρ = diam conv(N). (19)
By hypothesis, the minkowski content of the singularities of M is zero.
In the notation of the background section, we have shown that if M,N satisfy our running assump-
tions, then, even for nonconvex N ,
V1(M,N) =
1
d
lim
ǫ↓0
Vn(M + ǫN)− Vn(M)
ǫ
=
1
d
∫
bd M
hN (uM (x))dHd−1(x) (20)
4 Implications
The function Dconv(N)(·) is a continuous, translation invariant valuation on convex bodies. We have
shown that DN(·) agrees with Dconv(N)(·) on a significant subset of this domain, i.e., on the convex
bodies with piecewise C1 boundaries. We will show now that, still, DN (·) is not a continuous valuation
on convex bodies.
To do so, we recall an important Theorem from the theory of valuations:
Theorem 4. [Sch14, Theorem 6.3.5] Let φ be a translation invariant, continuous valuation on Kd with
values in a real topological vector space. Then there are continuous, translation invariant valuations
φ0, . . . , φd on Kd such that φi is homogeneous of degree i (i = 0, . . . , d) and
φ(λK) =
d∑
i=0
λiφi(K) for K ∈ Kd and λ ≥ 0. (21)
In particular, φ = φ0 + · · ·+ φd.
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As a consequence, if DN is to be a continuous valuation on Kd, applying DǫN(·) to a convex body
should yield a polynomial in ǫ. However, this is not the case.
Example 1. Let ℓ1 = [(−1, 0), (0, 1)] and ℓ2 = [(0,−1), (0, 1)] and N = ℓ1 ∪ ℓ2. Let K be the circle of
radius 1 centered at the origin. Refer to Figure 1 for helpful illustration.
The set K + ǫℓ1 is the convex hull of the circles of radius 1 centered at (0,±ǫ) and the set K + ǫℓ2 is
the convex hull of the circles of radius 1 centered at (±ǫ, 0). The setK+ǫN is the union of these two sets.
The boundary naturally subdivides into 4 arcs. The intersection points of the arcs have x-coordinates
± ǫ+
√
2−ǫ2
2 .
The volume of K + ǫN is calculated from
|K + ǫN |
2
=
∫ − ǫ+√2−ǫ2
2
−1−ǫ
√
1− (x+ ǫ)2 dx+
∫ ǫ+√2−ǫ2
2
− ǫ+
√
2−ǫ2
2
ǫ+
√
1− x2 dx+
∫ 1+ǫ
ǫ+
√
2−ǫ2
2
√
1− (x− ǫ)2 dx. (22)
A computation in Mathematica shows that
(23)
|K + ǫN |= π + 2ǫ2 + 2
√
2− ǫ2ǫ+ 1
2
√
2− 2ǫ
√
2− ǫ2ǫ+ 1
2
√
2
√
2− ǫ2ǫ+ 2ǫ
+
1
2
√
2− ǫ2
√
2− 2ǫ
√
2− ǫ2 − 1
2
√
2− ǫ2
√
2
√
2− ǫ2ǫ+ 2
+ 2 sin−1(
1
2
(ǫ −
√
2− ǫ2)) + 2sin−1(1
2
(
√
2− ǫ2 + ǫ))
= π + 4
√
2ǫ + 2ǫ2 −
√
2ǫ3
3
− ǫ
5
20
√
2
− ǫ
7
112
√
2
− 5ǫ
9
2304
√
2
− 7ǫ
11
11264
√
2
− 21ǫ
13
106496
√
2
+O(ǫ15). (24)
Note that the first-order term in ǫ is equal to Dconv(N)(K) as expected.
In particular, DNǫ(·) is not polynomial in ǫ. This also shows that DN (·) differs from Dconv(N)(·) on
a convex set K with boundary singularities having a nonzero minkowski content.
Another application of the main results is that in the continuous vertex-isoperimetric problem, as-
suming S is restricted to be a compact domain with piecewise C1 boundary, we can applyequation (18)
in conjunction with the theory of Wulff shapes to find the solutions.
We recall the main result concerning Wulff shapes [Bus49, FM91, Gar02]. Let ∂∗S denote the reduced
boundary of a measurable set S and let Γ : Sd−1 → [0,∞). The Wulff Theorem states that the variational
problem
minimize
S⊂Rd
∫
∂∗S
Γ(nS(x)) dHd−1
subject to |S|= V, the perimeter of S is finite,
(Wulff)
has a unique solution up to translation and sets of measure zero, given by the Wulff set (or crystal of Γ)
WΓ := {x ∈ Rd : x · u ≤ Γ(u), u ∈ Sd−1}. (25)
Suppose S is a compact domain with piecewise C1 boundary. By equation (18) of Theorem 3,
D∪iℓi(S) =
∫
bd S h∪iℓi(uS(x)) dHd−1(x). Taking Γ = h∪iℓi and applying the Wulff Theorem yields
Theorem 5. Suppose G = (Zd, E) is a PLG graph with edge segments ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓk, k > 0. Define the
continuous vertex-isoperimetric problem (CVIP) in Rd with boundary function b arising from the EIP
of G by
minimize
S⊂Rd
b(S) = D∪iℓi(S)
subject to |S|= V
(CVIP)
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1. If S is a compact domain solution to (CVIP) with piecewise C1 boundary, then S is homothetic to
P := conv(
⋃
i
ℓi), (26)
up to sets of measure zero.
2. Under assumption listed in [TV], a sequence of optimal solutions to the VIP converges to the lattice
points of a homothet of P .
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